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Welcome to Europass Teacher Academy

Trained over 20.000 teachers

Over 25 years of experience

in the last 10 years

Paving the way in educational
change

99% of participants of our courses
reported they are satisfied with our work.

Accreditation by the Tuscany Regional
A team of teachers with great experience,

Government for the design and provision

Education is constantly evolving and we

motivation and up-to-date knowledge. In

of training activities and courses.

work hard to be at the forefront of the

2019, over 4.300 teachers attended our

Certified Quality Management System

change. This means we stay up to date,

courses from 61 different nationalities.

UNI EN ISO 2015:9001

follow new trends and offer courses

Certificate of attendance and
small groups

suited to the world we live in. Update your

We only confirm each course session

CV alongside our amazing team.

when we have enough participants.
When you receive your Booking
Confirmation you can be 100% sure that

Many different topics, 19 locations
and 9 different countries

your course will run. No bad surprises
and no wasted plane tickets.

We have a large selection of courses
available, the largest selection in the

Courses on demand

KA1 teacher training catalogue of the
European Union.

If you wrote an Erasmus+ project on a
specific topic, Europass can design a
course exclusively for you, according to

Helpful, flexible, trustworthy

your project goals and objectives.

We guide our participants through
every step of the project: from the
grant application to the Erasmus+ final
documents. We are proud to say that
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Our locations

Study in Florence, Barcelona, Dublin, Berlin...

...and many more!

Update your teaching skills while visiting amazing cities with us!

Athens

Verona

Tenerife

Nice

Oulu

Cluj-Napoca

Budapest

Helsinki

Naples

Amsterdam

Drogheda

Nafplio

Novi Sad

Prague

Do you want to organize a course at your school ? Contact us!
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Florence

Barcelona

Berlin

Dublin
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Our courses

At Europass, we provide both one week and two weeks courses, all year round.
Classes are held daily, Monday to Saturday.

Arts and Wellbeing

Our courses are inspired by the European Union’s Erasmus+ KA1 program to
provide teachers with an opportunity to travel abroad, receive training in the most
innovative strategies for 21st century education, and exchange professional

Classroom management

experiences and best practices with international colleagues – all while visiting
one of Europe’s most spectacular cities.

Creativity and Soft skills

ICT

Languages and CLIL

School innovation
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Art and Wellbeing

One-week courses

Drama techniques: developing self-expression,

Teaching can be a stressful job, requiring a great deal of patience,

communication and social skills for all students

empathy, planning and organization.
Our courses in Arts and Wellbeing are designed to help teachers reduce their
stress, stay motivated, and maintain a healthy work-life balance.
Learn how to use drama and acting in the classroom to inspire self-expression

Enough theory, let’s play! Fun games for
Developing the whole child

Explore your voice: a journey into sound

and play. Explore the intersections between art, psychology, and therapy.
Or practice strategies for stress management including mindfulness,
meditation, and yoga.

Life coaching for teachers: happy teachers for
better students

Mindfulness for teachers: a hands-on approach

Stress management and recognition: key strategies
For teachers
Active art: understanding and enjoying art in
The classroom and beyond

Art as therapy: self-expression and special needs
In art education
From STEM to STEAM education: a new learning approach

Introducing yoga in primary schools
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Art and Wellbeing
Two-week courses

Yoga and meditation for educators: be a great

Activate your artistic sensitivity: art psychology

teacher, be your best self

and video making

Playtime and downtime for teachers and students:

Drama in education & american acting technique

the psychology of time to feel good and do good!

for teachers

Discovering Renaissance art in Florence

Traditional arts and ICT art tools for teaching your subjects
and promoting life skills

Experimental Barcelona: experiential travel for education,
creative tourism and wellbeing
Rediscover your resilience

Experiential learning in Florence: sustainable tourism
and travel psychology in practice
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Classroom management
One-week courses

Do you ever struggle to hold students’ attention in class? Are your students
easily distracted or at times disruptive to their peers?

Flipped classroom

21st Century skills for teachers and students

Teaching can be as exciting and fulfilling as it can be exhausting! Our courses
in Classroom Management are designed to help you navigate behavioral issues,
manage conflict, and engage students in active learning – in order to create a
healthier classroom environment.
With a deeper understanding of 21st-century education tools, you will find
renewed enthusiasm for teaching – and your students for learning. Practice
strategies for the inclusion of students with special needs, to overstep language

Classroom management solutions for teachers: new
methodologies, effective motivation, cooperation and
evaluation strategies

Conflict management, emotional intelligence
and bullying prevention

barriers and to prevent conflicts before they happen.
ICT as a tool for a student-centered classroom

Embracing diversity, preventing bullying and violence

Managing a diverse classroom: facing upcoming challenges

Student-centered classroom: teachers as promoters
of active learning!

Project-Based Learning in the classroom: setup,
integration and reflection
Understanding and supporting students with ASD and ADHD
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Classroom management
Two-week courses

Designing inclusive learning environments (ILE)

21st Century teaching: competence-based

to support all students (DILEs)

education, soft-skills and creativity

Successful strategies for teaching students with special

Behavior and conflicts: new methodologies, motivation

needs in every classroom

and cooperation strategies

“We are all special”: inclusion and support to special needs
students in and out of the classroom

Classroom management and audio-visual projects:
practicing new teaching skills

Arts for the inclusion of migrants, refugees, and
disadvantaged populations

Teaching strategies, conflict management and emotional
literacy

Use ICT to integrate migrant students in your classroom

Preventing and intervening in (cyber)bullying

Game-based learning and gamification in the classroom

Experience italy, improve your teaching: creative
activity design for inspiring lessons

High-quality Project-Based Learning: projects in the
making for PBL-doers

Mathematical inquiry and hands-on manipulatives

Understanding and teaching gender equality
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Creativity and Soft skills

One-week courses

The 4Cs: creativity, critical thinking, communication

Today’s teachers are held to high standards – experts in their subject, they

and collaboration in schools

must also think critically, communicate effectively, and collaborate readily.
But practicing these skills while simultaneously managing a classroom of
students with diverse needs is not always easy. Europass is here to help!
Our Creativity and Soft Skills courses focus on strengthening the soft skills

Effective teaching through public speaking
and storytelling

Intelligent assessment and evaluation

you use in class every day: creativity, critical thinking, communication, and
collaboration. Learn how to effectively design activities in order to transfer
these skills to your students, to stimulate their interest in learning and in turn
promote better learning outcomes.

Teach with a twist! Motivate your students with
creative teaching strategies

Unleash your creativity!

Soft skills for strong teachers

Discussion tools for teaching and learning

Integrating creativity and innovation into teaching

Personality in class: color your class with the
personality-based approach
A satisfying school experience: strategies and
skills for teachers
18
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Creativity and Soft Skills
Two-week courses

Choice, competence and creative-thinking in the

Creativity, innovation, motivation and new

primary classroom

Teaching methodologies

Social and emotional learning for teachers: understand,

Positive mindset and well-being in schools

plan, implement

Comedy, humor and public speaking for teachers
and communicators
Finnish approach to pupil’s wellbeing: how to bring
more activity, fun and joy to classroom

Holistic approaches to early years education

Storytelling for education and learning

Learning through collaboration and cooperation
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ICT

One-week courses

Digital game-based learning & augmented

New technologies and digital media are changing our world

reality for schools

– and the way we teach.
Our courses on Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) train today’s
teachers in the skills necessary for 21st century classrooms and online learning.
Smartphones and tablets have great educational promise, once you’re familiar

Ict in the classroom: innovative tools to facilitate students
learning, collaboration and creativity

Digital media: the classroom of the future

with a few tricks and programs. Discover the world of e-learning with an
overview of relevant software (e.g., Moodle, Microsoft, apps and web solutions).
Communicate with your students using photo, video, and audio platforms, and
explore the language of social media.

Microsoft for education: powerful tools to create,
share and inspire

Photo and video making in your classroom: the educational
power of multimedia

Social media in the classroom

Tablets and smartphones: using mobile devices as
educational tools
The best social media and web solutions for your classroom

There is an app for that! Exploring the best apps
for teaching and student learning

Web solutions for the classroom
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ICT

Build your app, teach your students how to build

Two-week courses

Audiovisuals and social media for the classroom

their apps!
Build your own app and robotics with Arduino
Introduction to coding and robotics with Arduino

Our school radio! Podcasts and new media as an

Digital education

educational tool
Discovering moodle LMS

E-learning and instructional design

Digital platforms: using apps and e-learning solutions

Educational apps and audiovisuals in the classroom

Discover florence with learningapps – innovative teaching

How to use tablets, educational apps and social media

methods in practice

in your classroom

Finnish-inspired edtech tools for remote or flipped

Social media and web solutions for your classroom

classrooms
Digital media literacy: essential skills for the digital age
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Languages and CLIL

One-week courses

CLIL in primary school: make it work, make it effective

We offer dynamic courses for teachers of foreign languages seeking to
improve their proficiency in a foreign language...
...or learn innovative methods for teaching in a foreign language, such as Content

Creative strategies for language teachers: make it easy,
make it real!

and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL).
CLIL in secondary school: make it work, make it effective

Some courses focus on improving language fluency and accuracy, while other
courses offer teaching strategies for creating engaging and interactive language
lessons.

The best digital tools for language teachers

Intensive english language and culture course

Using smartboards to teach languages

Italian language and culture for teachers and learners

Essential TEFL certificate for english language teachers

Advanced english language teaching (ELT) certificate
course for already practicing ESL – EFL – ESOL teachers

CLIL for physical education teachers
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Languages and CLIL

Two-week courses

CLIL in practice: focus on Ireland

Advanced TFL and CLIL in practice for language teachers

German language and culture for educators

English language and culture for teachers and learners

Intensive English course and CLIL for teachers

German language and culture for educators

Language teacher certificate course for already practicing
foreign language teachers (TFL)

Italian language and culture for teachers and learners

Project-Based Learning for the teaching and learning

TEFL - TESOL - TFL certificate course for english

of english and/or other languages

and other language teachers

Learn to teach english and any other subject with drama

The creative classroom: tools and tips for language
teachers (English or other languages)

Clil in practice: focus on florence
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School innovation

One-week courses

A European school for all children
Today’s schools must keep pace with rapid changes in society, infrastructure,
and technology, to prepare students for life outside the classroom.

A project management system for a better quality of teaching

Our courses in School Innovation train school principals, managers, and teachers
in the tools necessary for adapting to ever-changing institutional demands.
Analyze current trends in school administration, from project management to
team building, mentoring to entrepreneurship. Discover strategies for fostering
a more creative and inclusive environment in your school. Or compare European

Happy schools: positive education for well-being and lifeskills development

The key to effective leadership mentoring

Education Systems: e.g., the Finnish school system, the German dual system of
education and work, or the Italian pre-school system.

Entrepreneurial tools and competencies for teachers
& their students

Team building for school: play and fun, building educators’
communities

The art of connecting: communication skills training for
teachers, school counselors, and education administrators

The new Erasmus Program 2021 – 2027: writing and
managing successful projects for your school

Universal design for learning (UDL) and differentiated
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School innovation

Instruction: addressing the diverse needs of all students

Two-week courses

A satisfying school: positive environments and new
technologies

Educating for innovation

Happy teachers for a happy school: introduction to
mindfulness and positive education
Design the positive: positive thinking, positive
communication and positive school spaces

Pupils on the stage: student-centered methodology and
audio-visual projects

Environmental changes for sustainable schools
Teaching and technology: classroom management and

Maker spaces in education: getting started

ICT solutions

Global education and critical media literacy: essential
elements in contemporary teaching

The child first: Montessori, Reggio Emilia system and
contemporary approaches to pre-school education

The Finnish approach to children with special needs:
promoting learning and growth
The German dual system of vocational education and training

Introduction to the Finnish education model

Effective and interactive teaching
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Services & Prices

Teacher Academy online

Course fee (all locations)
Discover our online courses for teachers
1 WEEK (6 days)

2 WEEKS (11 days)

Additional week

Tuition 2021

420 €		

760 €		

350 €

Registration 2021

60 €		

60 €		

included

1 full day excursion

included

included		

included

online.teacheracademy.eu

Self–paced courses

We offer a wide range of self-paced online courses for teachers who wish
to improve their technical skills and discover the latest e-learning tools
and strategies.

Lessons

Enroll in one of our online courses and access course materials at any
time. On our e-learning platform, you can watch short video lessons or

Classes will take place in the Morning (9:00 – 13:45)

tune into podcasts, test your knowledge with online quizzes, and exchange

or in the Afternoon (14:00 – 18:45).

methodologies and best practices with other teachers.

Activities
If not otherwise specified all courses includes at least one guided city
tour and one full-day excursion (usuallly on Saturday).

Transfer
We offer transfer service from the airport to the accommodation.
Please check availability.
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English courses for teachers

Are you a teacher looking to strengthen your English language skills,
whether for personal or professional reasons? Europass Teacher
Academy Online has the course for you!
Our Online English Courses for Teachers are specially designed to

Discover Europass Teacher Academy Network

help teachers of all subjects build their English vocabulary, grammar,
pronunciation, and conversational skills – in an Online Live Classroom
where they can meet teachers from all over the world.

Italian Language School

European Academy of creativity

German Language Center

Teacher Academy Ireland

Language Academy

Europass Teacher Academy
Headquarters:
Via Sant’Egidio 12
50122 Florence, Italy
teachertraining@europass.it
+39 055 247 9995

